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What’s inside

C

hoosing a cruise holiday is
choosing to be pampered,
spoiled and indulged. It is
also choosing to be
surrounded by comfort all
the way from your spacious stateroom
to the most exotic places on earth.
The excitement starts the moment you
step on board, with delicious menus
waiting to tempt you and Broadway-style
shows waiting to dazzle you.
These cruises offer you the chance to
fulfil a lifelong dream and visit a
thrilling variety of idyllic locations and
exciting hotspots in one holiday on board
one of Princess Cruises state-of-the-art
luxury liners.
You will discover an amazing choice of
shore excursions and how you can
linger longer before or after your cruise
and travel to the heart of the world’s
great cultures.
The options are endless. You can begin
your holiday at Southampton for a holiday
around the Mediterranean or fly further
afield for an odyssey around the Caribbean,
Australia, Panama or Alaska.
You are choosing a holiday that will
deliver a visual feast from your balcony on
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every trip, including mesmerising skylines,
exotic wildlife, natural wonders and
dazzling sunsets.
Expect colour and contrast mixed with
convenience and style, delivered by a
warm, friendly dedicated crew who will
treat you to first-class service from the first
port of call to the last.
Imagine dining on freshly prepared
mouthwatering culinary delicacies every
mealtime and having the freedom to eat at
the same time and place each night with
friends and family or choose when and
where you want to dine.
Be prepared to be totally pampered with
top-to-toe luxury treatments in Princess
Cruises exotic Lotus Spa and Sanctuary,
and enjoy dreamy evenings sitting curled
up with your loved one at Movies Under
the Stars, a romantic alfresco venue where
you can watch your favourite film under
the night sky.
Princess Cruises promises to take all
your stress and worries away because it
organises and arranges everything for you,
from on-shore excursions to putting
chocolates on your pillow at night. All you
have to do is ask yourself whether you are
ready for the holiday of a lifetime.
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It’s show time at sea
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It’s show time at
12
Adventure in the
sea
Antipodes

Follow in the footsteps of
the A-listers and cruise to places
they love to visit.

Explore the
natural wonders of Australia
and New Zealand in a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.

4 Song of Norway 13 Eastern promise
5 Magic in the Med
14
Wilderness
adventure
6
Exciting new
holidays

An
odyssey to the Norwegian fjords.

Discover variety, colour, harmony
and heaven for all the family.

The perfect cruises
for first timers.

Oriental treasures await in a
fascinating cruise to the exotic
ports in the Far East.

8
Caribbean
honeymoon

A holiday to
paradise islands of talcum sands
and turquoise seas.

9 Cruise debut

Meera Syal finds heaven in the
ports along the Italian coast.

10
Wonder of
the world

A phenomenal
adventure cruise through the
Panama Canal.

11 Beautiful Baltic
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Linger longer
in your favourite paradise with a
variety of extended stays and
magical land tours.
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Tap into romance, history and
culture on one amazing holiday.

The features in this supplement are illustrative of typical experiences on a Princess cruise.
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CROWN PRINCESS

I

t was a balmy summer night aboard a
£12 million yacht off the coast of
France when Cheryl Cole made it clear
that she had found herself a new man.
With a host of A-listers looking on, the
superstar quietly slipped her hand into that of
Black Eyed Peas frontman Will.i.am’s, as the
pair began to softly sing a romantic duet.
Rest assured, this is not the only big thing
that’s been happening lately on the high
seas. When Naomi Campbell turned 40, the
supermodel did it in grand style on a luxury
liner with celebrity guests who included
Jennifer Lopez and her two-year-old twins.
Lying on deck clad in designer bikinis and
diamonds, it made for a glamorous little

Discover the
fabulous wilderness of Alaska
from sea, land and sky.

15 Dream
7 Northern delights destinations
Experience wildlife wonders all the
way to the Arctic Circle.
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headed to the Mediterranean with Princess
the moment she finished her singing tour.
The plucky Essex girl loved lounging on the
deck all day with no lyrics to memorise or
vocals to learn, and nothing more to think
about than which on-board restaurant she’d
visit for dinner.
Alesha Dixon wrapped up her season on
Strictly by climbing aboard a Princess cruise
to Mexico. After catching up on some muchneeded rest, Alesha ventured ashore to
spend time sampling native cuisine and
discovering uncharted stretches of sand.
John Barrowman celebrated a triumphant
appearance on Desperate Housewives by
travelling to the Caribbean on a nine-day

Cruising is quickly becoming the hottest
trend in celebrity travel – and it’s nearly
always on a Princess ship
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group. Rumour has it that mega-millionaire
Simon Cowell is busy planning a tasteful but
elegant summer wedding aboard a luxury
ship off the shore of Barbados. And the
irrepressible Lady Gaga was last spotted
sans costume and make-up taking a break
from her tour schedule on a sumptuouslooking boat just off shore at St Tropez.
For these and many other of the world’s
most famous faces, gazing at the white sands
of the world’s most beautiful beaches while
being gently rocked by clear blue water is
becoming increasingly irresistible. Indeed,
cruising is quickly becoming the hottest trend
in celebrity travel – and it’s nearly always on
a Princess ship. Indeed, if you book a
Princess cruise, you are increasingly likely to
bump into someone famous.
Talent show darling Stacey Solomon

cruise aboard Crown Princess. The
handsome star charmed everyone within
arm’s reach and could be seen regularly
tripping the light fantastic in the on-board
disco. Meanwhile, Spandau Ballet’s Martin
Kemp sailed with Princess to Mexico seeking
sun and blue skies, and he was delighted to
find them.
And that’s just scratching the surface.
While on board Tahitian Princess in the South
Pacific, This Morning host Holly Willoughby
could be spotted each day stretching out in
the sunshine before heading off on a
snorkelling safari. Actress and presenter
Claire Sweeney fulfilled the dream of a
lifetime on her cruise to Bora Bora when she
swam with dolphins. And the list goes on:
GMTV’s Andrew Castle, Girls Aloud singer
Kimberley Walsh, Rachel Stevens, Lisa

ANGELA GRIFFIN

ANDREW CASTLE
AND HOLLY
WILLOUGHBY

Snowdon, Angela Griffin and Tamzin
Outhwaite have all chosen Princess Cruises
to whisk them away from busy schedules
and fickle English weather.
They all made the same choice. And it’s no
wonder. Offering sun-drenched voyages,
exotic destinations, world-renowned
restaurants and spa treatments amid five-star
luxury, Princess provides the best. There’s no
planning involved, and no details to
remember. A warm welcome, along with
pampering at every turn, ensures that the
celebrity lifestyle is always a part of each
and every voyage. And while you may not
be an A-lister, Princess promises to treat
you like one.
After all, famous or not, we all deserve a
little extra attention. Tropical paradise
beckons: what are you waiting for?

CLAIRE SWEENEY
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NORWAY:
Bergen harbour

Weekend Sampler
Grand Princess • 3 nights
17 Sep ‘11

New
for 2011

Southampton • Brussels/Bruges
Honfleur/Normandy • Southampton

Mediterranean Adventurer

No
flying
from

£349pp

Emilia Mulcaster celebrates a special achievement with a
cruise to the Norwegian fjords with her husband Jack

No
flying

Grand Princess • 14 nights
10 Jul, 7 Aug ‘10
Southampton • Malaga • Barcelona
Monte Carlo • Rome • Naples • Ajaccio
Gibraltar • Southampton

Mediterranean Medley

from

£1,299pp

No
flying

Grand Princess • 14 nights
24 Jul, 21 Aug ‘10
Southampton • Seville • Alghero
Rome • Florence/Pisa • Cannes
Barcelona • Gibraltar • Southampton

Grand Mediterranean

from

£1,399pp

Regional
flights>

Ruby Princess • 12 nights
21 Aug, 26 Sep^ ‘10
Fly UK/Venice (stay overnight onboard)
Athens • Ephesus • Istanbul • Mykonos
Naples • Rome Florence/Pisa
Monte Carlo • Barcelona/Fly UK

from

£1,299pp

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on
0845 3 555 800 or contact your

ABTA travel agent

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or
different order, or includes slightly different ports. > Regional flights are subject
to availability.
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I

t was such a brilliant idea of
Jack’s to choose a sevennight holiday on Grand
Princess to Norway as our first
cruise together to celebrate the
publication of my first book.
‘It had to be a holiday that combined
romance and luxury and promised
great memories,’ Jack said. Well, it
was certainly all of those things and
more, and the perfect short break
before a hectic signing tour of the UK.
I have always found Norway
seductive, yet here we were
experiencing it in all its glory and
majesty for the first time, cruising
through its glassy fjords. I was
transfixed as we passed tumbling
waterfalls and towns perched on cliff
tops above steep-sided valleys that
seemed to erupt vertically out of
the water.
I had never explored this magnificent
country from the sea before, but here I
was able to enjoy its spectacular
scenery and wildlife from a unique
perspective. Each of the five ports of
call had a wonderful adventure in store.
From Olden we took a tour into the
countryside and to the Briksdalbreen
Glacier and from Bergen rode the
funicular up Mt Floien. The views were
just breathtaking and air so crystal
clear you felt you could see for ever.
The moment we stepped on board
Grand Princess at Southampton I
knew we were about to experience a
very special holiday. We were
immediately immersed in comfort and
luxury and surrounded by a friendly,

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean &
Scandinavia 2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.

OLDEN:
Briksdalbreen
Glacier

MAGIC IN THE MED
After struggling to find the
perfect family holiday Suzi Bennet
discovers harmony and heaven on a
Mediterranean cruise
GIBRALTAR:
Barbary ape

‘I had never explored this
magnificent country from the sea
before, but here I was able to enjoy
its spectacular scenery and wildlife
from a unique perspective’
welcoming crew. We soon felt relaxed,
especially when we flopped on to the
comfy bed in our stateroom and
stepped out on to the balcony.
During those glorious seven days we
were able to take our time enjoying
things we never have time for at home,
like dressing up for a delicious dinner
in Sabatini’s Italian restaurant, curling
up under the sky by the pool to watch
Movies Under the Stars, and relaxing in

the Lotus Spa while someone
massaged my cares away.
We are both great outdoorsy types,
so it was wonderful to explore a part of
the world that had so much natural
beauty on our first cruise. We are not
going to wait for my next book to get
published before joining Princess again.
Jack has taken the plunge and booked
us on a holiday to the Caribbean in
anticipation of my next literary success.

I

f it hadn’t been for Danny’s
idea of a family holiday with
Princess Cruises we might
never have had a holiday at all.
Lucy, 14, wanted to go
clubbing every night, Andrew, 12 was
set on time travelling (too much
Doctor Who) and Sam had his sights
on playing football. I just wanted to
relax and be pampered and Danny
yearned to soak up some history and
go somewhere interesting.
As it turned out, a two-week holiday
on board Grand Princess sailing to
the Mediterranean from Southampton
was the best holiday we have ever
had and the longest time the children
have gone without an argument.
They immediately made new friends
and immersed themselves in the huge
range of on-board activities, splashing
around in the swimming pools and
watching Movies Under the Stars.
They even ate together with their
friends in the evening, leaving us free

‘To travel to
four different
countries in
two weeks was
exciting, even for
our brood’
to enjoy romantic dinners à deux in my
favourite Italian restaurant, Sabatini’s,
indulge in relaxed treatments in the
‘adults only’ Sanctuary and spend lazy
days exploring the wonderful
destinations we dropped into during
our 14-night Mediterranean Medley.
I was so relaxed thanks to the
friendly staff and comfortable on-board
surroundings that Danny said I was
like the fresh, happy girl he had
married 16 years ago.
Departing from Southampton was

fantastic, too, particularly when
travelling with three children and a
teenage daughter who insisted on
bringing three suitcases.
The first two days at sea gave us
time to settle into our spacious
staterooms, explore the magnificent
ship with its Broadway-style theatre
and bars and sample the delicious
menus at the various restaurants,
before calling in at Cadiz in Spain and
joining an excursion to the wonderful
city of Seville.
To travel to four different countries
in two weeks was exciting, even
for our brood, who only spring into
consciousness when their phones ring.
But even they were tempted out
from under their duvets to come
ashore with us so we could enjoy
some adventures together.
Andrew and Sam bought plastic
sabres so they could pretend to be
gladiators in Rome and Lucy even
turned off her iPod in Florence so she
could listen to the guide talk about
the magnificent works of art in the
Uffizi museum.
We strolled along the Croisette in
Cannes, took pictures of the human
statues along the bustling Ramblas in
Barcelona and travelled to the top of
the great rock of Gibraltar to see the
Barbary apes.
We arrived home bursting with
stories about our wonderful
experiences and a photo album full of
happy family memories. Imagine my
reaction when Lucy asked: ‘Would you
like to come on a Princess holiday with
us next year, Mum?’

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean
& Scandinavia 2011 brochure
visit www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.

DON’T MISS
The ghost of John Keats: the
famous English poet and writer
who died in Rome at the age
of 25 is said to wander around
the rooms of his former
apartment in Piazza di Spagna,
the Spanish Steps. The young
poet who came to Italy hoping
the warm climate would
improve his health is buried in
the Protestant cemetery in the

city and immortalised in the
Keats-Shelley Memorial House,
which is where he lived. The
museum contains one of the
largest archives of letters,
paintings and memorabilia
belonging to the two romantic
poets, as well as those
belonging to Byron,
Wordsworth and Oscar Wilde
and others.

Movies Under the Stars
A favourite way to relax on a
lazy afternoon Princess style is
to sit under the stars by the
pool in front of a Times
Square-size screen, watching
your favourite movie. This
300sq ft poolside spectacular
is being rolled out across
Princess’s entire fleet of
superliners so you can also

enjoy a romantic evening or
spend it curled up with your
family watching a thrilling
blockbuster, memorable
sporting event or Disney
favourite. Mix it with alfresco
dining, a movie-themed
cocktail or traditional ice
cream and popcorn and you
have a night to remember.
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GRAND ARRIVAL:
Grand Princess in
Santorini, Greece
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Exciting new holidays
F
T

DON’T MISS
The fascinating Spitsbergen
Airship Museum opened in
2008 and presents the
history of three airships’
journeys to the North Pole,
which all started from
Svalbard. They include the
Norge, in which the
Norwegian explorer Roald
Amundsen made the first
crossing of the Arctic in
1926, and the Italia, which
crashed after returning to
the South Pole in 1928.
Amundsen – who, in 1911,
beat Robert Falcon Scott by
35 days to become the first
man to reach the South Pole
– lost his life trying to search
for survivors of the Italia and
his body was never found.
The exhibition consists of
details of the flight
expeditions, pictures,
documents, film, and
models of landscape, ships,
aeroplanes and airships.
You will find the museum in
the old quarter of
Longyearbyen, close to the
church, where a large and
cosy fireplace lounge is
open daily. If you are lucky
you may also get a cup of
coffee and a delicious
Norwegian waffle.

ISLAND LIFE:
Hamnoy fishing village,
Lofoten Islands, Norway

irst-time holidaymakers and
experienced cruisers alike will love the
relaxed pace of Grand Princess’s
two new itineraries; the 11-night
Canary Islands cruise and 17-night
Mediterranean and Adriatic odyssey.
Each begins and ends in Southampton with a
few introductory days at sea so you can spend
time wrapped in luxury and comfort before
arriving at your first port of call. These holidays
are new for Princess, offering a further choice of
exciting destinations not previously available
from Southampton.
At Las Palmas, on the Canary
Islands itinerary, powder-soft sand
and a balmy turquoise sea will be
waiting to greet you as you begin to
explore an exciting variety of ports of
call all the way to the sunshine isle of
Lanzarote, with its volcanic peaks
and enticing beaches.
It is worth taking time to explore the lush interior
of the Portuguese island of Madeira, the pearl of
the Atlantic, with its bustling capital, Funchal,
colourful flower festivals, great fish restaurants
and scenic walks along mini-canals (levadas).
And you have plenty of time to lose yourself in
the narrow waterways and pretty streets of
Venice, as you experience the wonders of this
magical city all day and most of the evening when
Grand Princess drops anchor, so you can watch
the sun go down over a glass of champagne in
St Mark’s Square or peruse the jewellery and
craft shops on the Rialto Bridge.
The chance to visit two UNESCO World
Heritage sites on one holiday makes your voyage

to the Adriatic and Mediterranean particularly
fantastic. The wonders of the two spectacular
walled cities of Split and Dubrovnik in Croatia
have to be experienced; don’t miss a wander
round Split’s Diocletian palace and the
neighbouring ancient town of Trogir. Combined
with the stunning city of Dubrovnik, with its
charming Old Town and views from the ramparts,
it is guaranteed to enchant even the most
demanding cruiser.
Grand Princess takes some beating as a worldclass destination, too, which is why having lazy
days on board gives you the perfect opportunity

TROPICAL GARDEN:
Funchal, Madeira

he chance to see polar bears,
reindeer and dolphins all on one
holiday sounds too good to be
true. But on the Princess Cruises
14-night itinerary, with nine ports of
call, including Spitsbergen and the North
Cape, this could be a
reality, with the promise of
experiences and sights
that are out of this world.
This is the holiday where
you will witness sights and
wonders one might expect
to experience once in a
lifetime, such as the
silhouette of an Arctic fox
framed in the shadow of the midnight sun, and
places so remote that they seem to cling to
the edge of civilisation.
When you learn that you will be transported
in luxury and comfort high into the Arctic
Circle to visit the northernmost place in
Europe, you know you are going to be in for
something special.
This adventure is a wonder-packed nature
lover’s dream and, for seasoned cruisers
looking to be surprised, charmed and for
something a bit different, expect nothing less
than paradise enriched with wow factor.
The outlying Lofoten Islands and
Honningsvag in Norway’s North Cape are
spellbinding for their natural, untouched

Princess Cruises offers
holidays on small ships,
too, which are ideal for
visiting places not easily
accessible to larger
superliners. The Black
Sea and Crimean
itinerary is a magical
holiday to experience on
board a smaller ship
which has the same
standard of service and
exotic features as her
larger sisters but just on
a smaller scale. With

to indulge in some delicious treats, such as
relaxing spa treatments, duty-free shopping,
mouthwatering cocktails and watching your
favourite Movie Under the Stars.
Grand Princess gives you that special feeling
of being cosseted and pampered, yet surrounded
by fabulous features, and is the perfect ship to
transport you to a sunshine paradise.

MORE INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean & Scandinavia
2011 brochure visit www.princess.com or
call 0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.

visits to Bulgaria,
Romania and the
Ukraine you are
guaranteed inspiring
sightseeing at a relaxed
pace. Discover the
treasures of Istanbul, the
2010 European capital of
culture, for example
with the Princess ‘2-Day
Experience’, which
allows you to spend
more time in this
fascinating city,
uncovering its cultural

secrets over a two-day
period. Imagine soaking
up the atmosphere in
the city’s Grand Bazaar,
the world’s largest souk,
one day and wandering
off the beaten track the
next to discover an
exotic Turkish restaurant
for a feast with
new-found friends.
Colour, variety and
excitement await you at
every port, to discover at
your own pace.

BEAR NECESSITY:
Female polar bear and
two cubs on pack ice,
Spitsbergen, Norway

This is the holiday where
you will witness sights and
wonders one might expect to
experience once in a lifetime

Grand Princess gives you
that special feeling of being
cosseted and pampered

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

beauty, featuring tiny rocky coves, fishing inlets
and undulating hills rich in flora and fauna.
Interspersed with days at sea on the
magnificent Grand Princess with its luxurious
spa, comfortable staterooms, Broadway-style
theatres and delicious dining options, this

makes for an unbelievably sumptuous way to
travel to some of the most beautiful and
remote corners of the world. Only the
abundant features of Grand Princess can
complement the rich and diverse landscape
waiting to greet you outside your balcony.

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean &
Scandinavia 2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.

Canary Islands

BOWLED AWAY:
Grand Bazaar,
Istanbul, Turkey

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on

0845 3 555 800 or contact your
ABTA travel agent

No
flying

FREE
car
parking<

Mediterranean & Adriatic

FREE
car
parking<

No
flying

Grand Princess • 11 nights
4 Jun ‘11

from

Grand Princess • 17 nights
29 Jun, 4 Oct ‘11

from

Southampton • Gran Canaria • Tenerife
Lanzarote • Madeira • Vigo • Southampton

£1,099pp

Southampton • Seville • Malta • Venice • Split
Dubrovnik • Corfu • Gibraltar • Southampton

£1,619pp

Regional
flights>

Grand Caribbean Adventurer
Sea Princess • 15 nights
15 Nov, 13 Dec^ ‘10, 10 Jan ‘11
Fly UK/Barbados • Grenada • Bonaire • Curaçao
Grand Turk • Tortola • St. Maarten • Antigua
St. Lucia • St. Vincent • Trinidad • Barbados/Fly UK

from

£1,429pp

Spitsbergen & North Cape
Grand Princess • 14 nights
15 Jun ‘11

FREE
car
parking<

No
flying

Southampton • Bergen • Hellesylt • Geiranger
Tromsø • Honningsvag • Spitsbergen • Gravdal
Stavanger • Southampton

from

£1,549pp

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or different order or includes slightly different ports. > Regional flights are subject to availability. <Free car parking offer is valid on
new bookings until 30 June 2010.
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Caribbean honeymoon
TOBAGO:
Pigeon Point
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ALL SMILES:
Meera Syal found
plenty to enjoy
on her Italian
family cruise

READY TO CRUISE:
Meera on stage as
Shirley Valentine
earlier this year

COLOURFUL
ARCHITECTURE:
Oranjestad, Aruba
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SPICE ISLAND:
Nutmeg farm in Grenada

Emily Jackson relives her perfect
honeymoon holiday with her new
husband, Jon

I

t is always tricky finding
the perfect honeymoon
destination. There is so much
at stake. You want to be
pampered every step of the
way, surrounded by luxury and
comfort, served delicious food and
travel to romantic and exotic places.
But happily for Jon and me, the
choice proved very easy: a 15-night
cruise on board the glamorous
Sea Princess sailing on a round trip
from Barbados.
Flying straight to a sunshine
paradise in the Caribbean was a
wonderful way to begin our special
fortnight, as we were able to catch a
plane from our regional airport of
Newcastle. To step straight into the
balmy heat serenaded by a steel
band was a magical beginning to our
Caribbean odyssey.

Jon booked us a stateroom with a
balcony, which felt wonderfully
luxurious. We loved leaping out of
bed each morning to see what
exciting new view greeted us.
Our fabulous ship, Sea Princess,
transported us to so many glorious
places. We splashed around in the
crystal clear waters off St Kitts,

rainforest and drank fresh mango
juice in a little café in Tortola. It was
like being in wonderland.
Even on board we felt we were
living a dream. The staff were so
friendly and helpful, making us feel
very special, but never bothering us
when we wanted to be on our own.
We curled up with each other
watching Movies Under the Stars,
enjoyed romantic dinners on our
private balcony and danced into the
wee small hours after watching a
Broadway-style show.
Sea Princess is an oasis of
comfort and style. We loved the little

MEERA SYAL’S
CRUISE DEBUT

The multi-talented performer tells Jack Riva how she found
another class act – a Princess cruise along the Italian coast

‘It was like being in wonderland.
Even on board we felt we were
living a dream’
inhaled delicious aromas at a spice
farm in Grenada and lay on the
talcum-powder sands at Aruba.
We laughed and played like
teenagers, squealing with delight as
we zip-lined through the Antiguan

ge 1
5

touches, such as chocolates left on
our pillow each evening, and the
variety of delicious menus and
restaurants. Now we can’t wait to
book another cruise to celebrate our
first wedding anniversary.

MORE INFORMATION

For your FREE Caribbean 2010/2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call 0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.
(Caribbean 2011/2012 out 2 Aug).

Up to

Grand Caribbean Islander
Sea Princess • 15 nights
24 Jan, 21 Feb, 21 Mar^ ‘11

$400

FREE onboard
spend*

Fly UK/Barbados • Grenada • Tobago • Bonaire
Aruba • Grand Cayman • Ocho Rios • Tortola
St. Kitts • Antigua • Dominica • Barbados/Fly UK

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on

0845 3 555 800 or contact your
ABTA travel agent

Up to

Regional
flights>

from

£1,429pp

Grand Caribbean Adventurer
Sea Princess • 15 nights
7 Feb^, 7 Mar, 4 Apr ‘11

Caribbean Flavour

Emerald Princess • 12 nights
18 Sep, 8, 28^ Oct, 17 Nov^, 7, 27^ Dec ‘10,
16 Jan, 5^, 25 Feb, 17 Mar^, 6^, 26 Apr ‘11

Sea Princess • 9 nights
24 Oct ‘10

from

£1,279pp

FREE onboard
spend*

Fly UK/Barbados • Grenada • Bonaire • Curaçao
Grand Turk • Tortola • St. Maarten • Antigua
St. Lucia • St. Vincent • Trinidad • Barbados/Fly UK

Southern Caribbean Medley

Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class airport hotel~)
Fort Lauderdale • Princess Cays • St. Thomas
Dominica • Grenada • Bonaire • Aruba
Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

$400

Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class airport hotel~)
Fort Lauderdale • Princess Cays • Tortola
St. Maarten • Martinique • St. Lucia
Barbados/Fly UK

Regional
flights>

from

£1,479pp
Add on a
3 night hotel
stay in Miami or
7 night in Orlando
from £100pp+

from

£799pp

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ~Overnight hotel stay based on room only. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or different order or includes slightly different ports. > Regional flights are subject to availability. *Free onboard spending
money offer is available on new bookings on Sea Princess 15 night fly-cruises (maximum $400 per stateroom depending on stateroom grade) until 31 August 2010. +Miami and Orlando hotels stays are subject to availability. Outbound flight is
scheduled from Heathrow and inbound is direct to Gatwick. A National Express coach service will provide transfers between Gatwick and Heathrow.
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eera Syal is nothing
if not multi-talented.
Voted one of the
50 funniest acts in
British comedy, this
comedian, writer, playwright, singer,
journalist, producer and actress
always has a lot going on. The busy
star stopped by to fill me in on her
latest adventure – a Princess cruise
along the Italian coast.
Her smile is warm and infectious,
and as she enters the room, heads
turn. She has recently come back
from a two-week voyage which
began in Rome, with stops in
Monaco, the Amalfi coast, Naples,
the Greek islands, and Venice. She
announces, ‘I think if anyone were to
draw their idea of heaven, the Amalfi
coast would be it for me.’
She remembers, ‘I was
gobsmacked from the moment I saw
the ship. It was my first cruise and
you really don’t have an idea of the
scale of these things until you see it
in person. It was like a luxury floating
hotel.’ She adds: ‘There was so
much to do; a spa, Movies Under the
Stars, a gym, great shows, a casino;
after a day of gawping we decided to
get organised.’
Along with two friends, Meera

travelled with her teenage daughter
and young son. She says, ‘With such
an age gap, it’s quite hard to think of
a holiday where they’d both be
engaged. And they were. My little
one was very happy with the pool
and Kids Club and my teenager was
thrilled with the spa and night club
and just wandering around on her

food, but it was as good as any top
restaurant in London.’
And, perhaps unsurprisingly for
this multi-faceted performer, her
favourite feature of her trip was its
sheer diversity. ‘I loved waking up
every morning to a different view;
one day there’s Monaco, the next
there’s Athens!’ And one place in

‘I loved waking up every morning
to a different view; one day there’s
Monaco, the next there’s Athens!’
own; and because it was so safe it
offered her a degree of
independence. After a day of doing
our own thing we all met up for
dinner. You certainly don’t find any
hotel with that range of activity!’
She adds, ‘Everything was
amazing. I loved being in the pool
with gorgeous sunshine beating
down and watching films on the
giant Movies Under the Stars screen
above me, or sitting in the whirlpool
spa sipping cocktails.
‘The food was spectacular, too.
You know, you don’t know what to
expect on a cruise in terms of the

particular stood out: ‘I had never
seen Santorini before, and waking
up with it right in front of us was just
incredible. It was like a granite cake
with icing on top! We got the children
out on to the balcony for what was
quite a special moment.’
While this may have been Meera’s
first cruise, it will not be her last.
‘I quite fancy the Caribbean next,’
she says, ‘this time with my parents.
I have never been and I think it would
be a really nice way of doing it!’ She
beams as she adds by way of
parting, ‘In terms of a holiday – let
me tell you, you can’t beat this one!’

A room with a view
There is no better way to
enjoy a Princess Cruises
holiday than to book a
luxurious stateroom with a
balcony. The thrill of stepping
out each morning into your
private outside space to see
the skyline of a brand new
port or wild seascape is
something that just has to
be experienced.
A balcony stateroom
represents such excellent
value for money, too, as it
gives you the privacy to enjoy
your holiday just as you wish,
whether it is snoozing in the

sunshine, sharing a cocktail at
dusk, inviting new-found
friends over for drinks or
indulging in a romantic dinner
for two in the moonlight.
Imagine waking up to a new
horizon almost every day,
sitting back with your
binoculars to spot wildlife or
luxuriating in simple peace
and quiet, lost in a good book.
Princess offers a high
percentage of affordable
balcony staterooms, so you
can choose one that will make
the memorable difference to
your holiday.

MORE INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean & Scandinavia 2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call 0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.
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Traditional Russian dolls
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PANAMA CANAL:
Rainforest surrounding
Gatun Lake along the
Panama Canal
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Panama Canal
Coral Princess • 17 nights
20 Sep, 14^, 29 Dec ‘10
Fly UK/Los Angeles (overnight at first
class airport hotel~) • Cabo San Lucas
Acapulco • Puntarenas
Puerto Amador • Panama Canal
(full transit) • Cartagena • Aruba
Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

from

£1,929pp

DON’T MISS
A visit to the vast Hermitage
Museum, the former winter
palace of Catherine the Great.
It is so huge it would take you
eight years to spend a minute at
every exhibit. Apart from its
artistic treasures, the palace
apartments and throne room
offer an insight into the opulent
and extravagant world of the
Russian tsars. The fantastic
state-run Russian souvenir shop
round the corner from the
museum is the perfect place to
pick up value-for-money

Panama Canal
Island Princess • 17 nights
20 Oct^, 4, 19^ Nov, 4 Dec ‘10
Fly UK/Los Angeles (overnight at first
class airport hotel~) • Cabo San Lucas
Acapulco • Puntarenas • Puerto Amador
Panama Canal (full transit) • Cartagena
Aruba • Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

from

£1,929pp
WILDLIFE:
Two-toed sloth,
Panama

Panama Canal

authentic trinkets. Apart from a
vast collection of Russian dolls,
you will find fine copies of
Fabergé eggs, beautiful bone
china crockery, pink Siberian
gold necklaces, semi-precious
stones from the Urals and of
course the Russian eau-de-vie,
vodka. The shop is opposite the
five-star Kempinsky Hotel, with
a rooftop restaurant offering fine
food and panoramic views of
the city, and next to the bridge,
where you can take a boat trip
through the canals.

Coral Princess • 12 nights
25 Oct^, 4, 14, 24 Nov, 4 Dec ‘10, 13
Jan, 14, 24 Mar, 3 Apr ‘11
Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Fort Lauderdale
Aruba • Cartagena • Panama Canal
(partial transit) • Colón • Limon
Ocho Rios • Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

from

£1,529pp

Panama Canal
Island Princess • 12 nights
19 Dec ‘10, 8, 18, 28 Jan, 7, 17 Feb ‘11
Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Fort Lauderdale • Aruba
Cartagena • Panama Canal (partial
transit) • Colón • Limon • Ocho Rios
Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

from

£1,699pp

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on
0845 3 555 800 or contact your

ABTA travel agent

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or
different order, or includes slightly different ports.
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Beautiful Baltic

T

he Panama Canal is one of
man’s captivating triumphs
and there is little that
compares with gliding
through this 57-mile-long
waterway on board a luxurious ship like
Coral Princess or Island Princess.
Cruising through this phenomenal
man-made wonder which carves a
route from the Pacific to Atlantic oceans
on a Princess Cruises ten-day roundtrip holiday from Fort Lauderdale is,
quite simply, a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that leaves you with the
feeling that dreams really can come
true. That, combined with visits to the
colourful Caribbean jewels of Aruba,
Costa Rica and Jamaica and the variety
of sights and sounds they offer, makes
this trip a thrilling adventure, with the
promise of new sensations you have
never experienced before.
The highlight of the holiday has to be
the feeling of being raised and lowered
some 85 feet through the massive Gatun
Locks, which are nothing short of awe
inspiring. The Panama Canal packs so
many wow factors that you can’t help
but marvel at the engineering feat of this
eighth wonder of the world which took
34 years to build.
Expect to be mesmerised by the
magnificent scenery as it rolls past
your balcony and wonder at the wildlife
that seems so close you can almost
touch it.
A Panama Canal cruise is like no other
seafaring holiday and Coral Princess
and Island Princess are perfect ships,

For romance, history and
magnificent architecture a
Baltic cruise cannot be beaten
for wow factor and variety

The highlight of the holiday has to
be the feeling of being raised and
lowered some 85 feet through the
massive Gatun Locks, which are
nothing short of awe inspiring
custom built to travel through this
amazing part of the world.
You can expect all the same luxurious
facilities which are featured as standard
on Princess Cruises modern fleet. You
can dress up to dine in a speciality
restaurant, relax in a comfy seat to watch

a Broadway-style show and indulge in an
exotic facial or massage in the Lotus
Spa, all on the same day if you wish. And
with 700 balcony staterooms, you can
also ensure you don’t miss a thing when
you pass through the magical canal, so
you can enjoy a very special adventure.

MORE INFORMATION

For your FREE Exotic cruises 2010/2011 (Exotic 2011/2012 out 1 Sep)
brochure visit www.princess.com or call 0844 579 0099 quoting
ref MOS1.

T

here is no more inspiring
itinerary for cruising
devotees seeking a very
special holiday than
Emerald Princess’s
11-night Baltic experience, which
drops in on eight spectacular
destinations, crowned by a two-day
stopover in St Petersburg.
Russia’s cultural capital sparkles
and fizzes all the way from the
phenomenal Hermitage Museum up
along the Moika river to the colourful
domes of Our Saviour on the Spilt
Blood Cathedral. This wondrous city
is surprisingly easy to navigate on
foot, and the sun barely sets during
summer, so you can meander at your
own pace and take time to explore the
vast palaces, gardens and canals by
boat or even horse-drawn carriage.
In fact, you need to take time to
wonder at the rich imperial
architecture and watch the sun catch
the bright solid gold domes which

punctuate the skyline. The city is
bursting with cultural highlights, and
dance and opera enthusiasts should
not miss an evening at the glorious
Mariinsky Theatre, a multi-tiered
showcase of glistening chandeliers
and elaborate adornments.
As you have two days to explore
this fascinating city, it is worth taking
an excursion to Peter the Great’s
restored summer palace of Peterhof

Skandinavia Country Club, where
you can watch horses canter through
the surf.
Stockholm and Helsinki make for a
dramatic introduction to the Baltic
region, the Swedish capital of inlets
and islands contrasting with the
handsome tree-lined avenues and
bleached-white cathedral of Helsinki.
Each city has a drama and character
of its own, encapsulated by Berlin,
with its fabulous Brandenburg Gate
and grand boulevard, Unter den
Linden. Experienced cruisers and
history buffs will love the onshore
riches that await at every port of call
and enjoy the freedom to stroll
around fabulous cities that have
shaped the world we know today.
You will also be pampered in style

Experienced cruisers and history
buffs will love the onshore riches
that await at every port of call
and magnificent gardens, or visiting
the lakes, woods and beaches of
Sestroresk, where St Petersburg’s
elite escape to their weekend dachas
and country houses, some 40
minutes from the city centre. Drop in
for lunch and a swim at the

during every moment of your holiday,
thanks to the luxurious modern
features packed on board Emerald
Princess, from the mouthwatering
menus in its top-quality restaurants
through to relaxing treatments in its
Lotus Spa.

EMERALD PRINCESS

MORE INFORMATION

For your FREE Mediterranean & Scandinavia 2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call 0844 579 0099 quoting ref MOS1.
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Beijing, China
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Sue Smith and husband Geoff enjoy
the holiday of a lifetime, cruising
Australia and New Zealand
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Southeast Asia & China
Diamond Princess • 19 nights
1, 17 Nov ‘10
Fly UK/Beijing on an overnight flight
Beijing (overnight at first class airport
hotel~) • Shanghai • Okinawa • Taipei
Hong Kong • Nha Trang • Ho Chi Minh
City • Singapore • Bangkok/Fly UK

from

£2,199pp

Eastern Australia & Asia
BEAR NECESSITY:
A koala surveys the
world from a eucalyptus

I

t was sad waving goodbye to
Jenny and Greg after a glorious
two weeks staying with them in
their new home in Sydney, but
Geoff and I didn’t get too misty
eyed, as we were about to join
Diamond Princess on a fantastic
12-day cruise to Melbourne,
Tasmania and New Zealand.
We were really looking forward to
an adventure holiday after Geoff’s
retirement. And with no jobs to rush
back to, it seemed silly not to make
the most of our special visit Down
Under. We were ready to travel
somewhere further afield and
exploring the hotspots of the
Antipodes, which we found with
Princess Cruises in one amazing
holiday, seemed too good to be true.
We could not have been more
excited. As experienced cruisers we
had visited the Mediterranean and
Caribbean and fallen in love with the
Norwegian fjords, but to travel to
Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand
was a once-in-a-lifetime choice we
could not miss. (We could have easily
extended our stay after our final stop
in Auckland, but we felt that if we did
that we would never go home!)
We loved the relaxed pace of the
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE:
Australia

Diamond Princess • 20 nights
3 Dec ‘10

FIORDLAND NATIONAL PARK:
New Zealand

trip, and enjoyed the contrasting
ports of call, from modern Melbourne
and its edgy architecture to the
stunning waterfront of Hobart and its
mountainous backdrop.
Arriving at Fiordland National Park

Eastern promise

slept, relaxed and feasted on fabulous
cuisine. I also took the opportunity to
treat myself to a blissful hot stone
massage in Diamond Princess’s
luxurious Lotus Spa, while Geoff
photographed exotic birds from our

Robin Midgley and his wife Louise discover the jewels of
the Orient on a special cruise to the East

‘The glorious great outdoors
beckoned us with exotic
wildlife, luscious fauna and
breathtaking views’
in New Zealand was like stepping into
a picture postcard. We had brought
our walking shoes, so it was exciting
to explore this luscious green
paradise on foot. Friends said we
would love New Zealand, with its
sparkling bays and endless shores,
and we did. The glorious great
outdoors beckoned us with exotic
wildlife, luscious fauna and breathtaking views.
We loved Christchurch, with its
English-style tea shops, art galleries
and cricket pitches, and couldn’t
believe that a few days later we would
be swimming with wild dolphins at
Tauranga. During our days at sea we

W

stateroom balcony. When we got
home we wondered whether it was all
a dream. Happily Geoff’s wonderful
pictures prove to us it wasn’t.

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Exotic cruises
2010/2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting
ref MOS1. (Exotic 2011/2012
out 1 Sep).

Luxury spa time
Picture a place where your
cares are massaged away by
expert therapists; where you
are enveloped in luxurious
surroundings and pampered to
the point where you feel
totally relaxed. This is Princess
Cruises Lotus Spa and
Sanctuary. Here an exotic
cocktail of delicious aromas
and treatments await to
transport you to another world
so you can return energised,
stimulated and renewed in
body, mind and spirit. In the

Sanctuary, an outdoor
adults-only retreat, you can
indulge in uninterrupted
peace and solitude; it is a
wonderful sanctuary after you
have luxuriated in a wrap,
facial, scrub or full body
massage. Just to make you
feel extra special, stewards
provide you with soft towels,
MP3 players and even Evian
water atomisers to keep you
cool. You will never feel so
spoiled. This really is as
blissful as it gets.

e love cruising
holidays because we
never have to think
about crossing
borders but meeting
new horizons and making new friends
instead. We knew a holiday to the Far
East was going to be full of exotic sights,
and adventures and interesting people,
which is why it had been high on our list
of special places to visit and a promised
treat after selling our business.
Louise and I have travelled to the
farthest corners of the earth with Princess
Cruises and loved their friendly service
and relaxed style, but we had long
dreamed of experiencing their 16-day
itinerary to Southeast Asia and China.
And suddenly here we were, like two
excited children, about to visit Japan,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore
and Thailand, all on one holiday.
We arrived in Beijing a couple of days
earlier so we could explore the great
sights of the modern city such as the
Bird’s Nest Olympic stadium as well as

the ancient winged-roof pavilions of the
Forbidden City. We crossed the vast
Tiananmen Square and strolled to some
restored battlements along the Great
Wall; Princess makes it very easy to
extend your stay at the beginning or end
of the voyage.
I was excited about visiting Japan and
travelling through Naha City in Okinawa

‘We were like two excited children
about to visit Japan, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore
and Thailand all on one holiday’
to visit the Shikinean Gardens, while
Louise had brought an empty suitcase
for the stop at Ryukyu Mura village to
buy some authentic dyed fabrics and
craft souvenirs.
The Hong Kong skyline never fails to
dazzle, but to see it from our balcony
window was breathtaking; then to drink

DON’T MISS
 The Reunification Palace, in
Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City.
Open daily but closed between
11am and 1pm, this restored
five-storey former South Vietnam
Presidential Palace has been left
in a 1960s time warp, untouched
from the day before Saigon fell to
the North Vietnamese.
 A celebratory glass of
champagne in the elegant Axis
bar of the Mandarin Oriental

champagne at the famous Peninsula
Hotel on shore was an extra-special
event, as it was on the day of our
wedding anniversary.
We took a stunning boat tour in
Vietnam’s Nha Trang, passing the
dramatic Cam towers, Long Son Pagoda
and huge white Buddha, then explored
the mesmerising labyrinth of Cu Chi

Hotel in Singapore, which offers
fabulous panoramic views of the
city and Marina Bay.
 The indoor and outdoor
observatories on the 89th and
91st floors of Taipei 101 in
Taiwan, the second tallest
building in the world. Listen to
your ears pop in the high-speed
elevator, which whisks you to
1,285 feet in 37 seconds, to
360-degree views.

tunnels in Ho Chi Minh City dug by the
Viet Cong during the Vietnam war.
We loved having a few days at sea so
we could luxuriate in Diamond
Princess’s treasures, too. As incurable
foodies, we looked forward each
mealtime to the delicious menus, along
with the flexibility of dining options and
variety of restaurants.
Louise and I still talk about our holiday
to the Orient and could not have wished
for a better start to a happy retirement.

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Exotic cruises
2010/2011 brochure visit
www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting
ref MOS1. (Exotic 2011/2012 out
1 Sep).

Fly UK/Bangkok on an overnight flight
Bangkok (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Ho Chi Minh City
Singapore • Padang Bay • Darwin
Port Douglas • Airlie Beach
Sydney/Fly UK

from

£2,499pp

Australia & China
Diamond Princess • 26 nights
6 Feb ‘11
Fly UK/Sydney over 2 nights • Sydney
Port Douglas • Darwin • Padang Bay
Hong Kong • Taipei • Nagasaki
Shanghai • Dalian • Beijing (overnight at
first class airport hotel~) • Beijing/Fly UK

from

£2,799pp

South China Sea Explorer
Ocean Princess • 19 nights
5, 21^ Jan, 6 Feb, 11 Apr^ ‘11
Fly UK/Bangkok overnight • Bangkok
(overnight at first class airport hotel~)

Ko Samui • Singapore • Ho Chi Minh
City • Hong Kong (stay overnight
onboard) • Taipei • Okinawa • Shanghai

from

(overnight at first class airport hotel~)

£2,499pp

Shanghai/Fly UK

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on
0845 3 555 800 or contact your

ABTA travel agent

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or
different order, or includes slightly different ports.
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AYERS ROCK:
Uluru National
Park, Australia

Dream destinations

ALASKA:
A moose wades in Wonder Lake,
beneath Mount McKinley

Neil MacKichan celebrates his wife’s 50th birthday with a
magical cruise to Alaska

W

Classic Canada &
New England
Crown Princess • 11 nights
17, 27^ Sep, 7 Oct^ ‘10
Fly UK/New York • Newport • Boston
Bar Harbor • Saint John • Halifax
Sydney • Charlottetown • Quebec (stay
overnight onboard) • Quebec/Fly UK

Iceland & Norway
Crown Princess • 12 nights
29 Jul ‘10
Southampton • Reykjavik • Akureyri
Aalesund • Geiranger • Olden
Bergen • Southampton

British Isles

from

£1,299pp

No
flying

from

£899pp

from

£969pp

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on
0845 3 555 800 or contact your

ABTA travel agent

For full terms and conditions see the back page. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or
different order, or includes slightly different ports.
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past a beautiful landscape of mountains,
glaciers, gorges and waterfalls,
following the route of the Klondike Gold
Rush to the pristine paradise of the
White Pass summit. We felt we had
arrived on top of the world.

‘Returning home
to log fires and
Alaskan cuisine
each evening
just added to the
unforgettable
experience’
It was particularly magical to have a
balcony stateroom, too, so we could
wonder at the most amazing scenery on
earth as it moved slowly past our window
under the midnight sun, and stare in
silence at the giant white glaciers rising
high above us.

TIME TO DINE

No
flying

Crown Princess • 12 nights
22 Aug ‘10
Southampton • St. Peter Port • Cork
Dublin • Liverpool • Belfast • Glasgow
Inverness • Edinburgh • Paris/
Normandy • Southampton

e are keen nature
lovers, passionate
about the great
outdoors, so I
wanted us to
celebrate Jane’s big birthday with a
wonderland adventure that she would
remember for ever.
The opportunity to travel to the
wilderness of Alaska, to explore nature’s
untouched majesty and watch whales,
sea lions and brown bears in their natural
habitat, sounded the most exciting
holiday on earth. And since Princess
Cruises is the number-one cruise and
land-tour operator in Alaska, it seemed
only natural to choose them to take us to
the edge of the world on a Voyage of the
Glaciers cruise on Diamond Princess,
combined with a land tour afterwards.
We took a walk on the wild side at
Ketchikan through dense rainforest to
Eagle Creek in time to catch the thrilling
salmon run during the spawning
season. We held our breath with
excitement as eagles and bears waited
to catch their prey.
At Skagway our steam train puffed

08/06/2010 11:29

One of the big attractions of taking
a holiday with Princess Cruises is
the relaxed variety of dining
options, where you can choose
between Traditional Fixed Dining
and dine at the same time each
evening with the same group of
friends, or Anytime Dining, where
you eat when you like.
Princess Cruises prides itself on
providing guests with a variety of
delicious dishes freshly prepared
from scratch on board every day.
Picture waking up to a piping-hot
full English cooked breakfast or
plate of newly baked croissants and
blueberry pancakes, then at
lunchtime sitting down to a plate of
New Zealand green-shell mussels in
teriyaki-ginger broth. Expect to be
spoiled, with world-class chefs
delivering exotic cuisine every day
of your holiday.
If you are celebrating a special
occasion, you might like to sample a
speciality restaurant and choose a

homemade antipasti dish of tender
shrimp and marinated artichoke
with white truffle oil – as you will
find in Sabatini’s – a sizzling 22oz
porterhouse steak from the Sterling
Steakhouse, or wild black-striped
bass and brioche-breaded king
prawns, courtesy of the Crown Grill.
Princess Cruises fleet offers a
mouthwatering selection of
cuisines to suit all palates –
including ones for the health
conscious, such as fruit skewers in
the Sanctuary – snacks and freshly
brewed coffee at the International
Café, hand-tossed freshly made
pizza from the poolside pizzeria,
hamburgers and hot dogs, and
omelettes made to order. And if
you fancy a lazy night in, you can
even order 24-hour room service,
free of charge. The choice of
restaurants and cafés does vary by
ship, but you can be guaranteed a
taste-bud-tingling experience,
whichever one you choose.

When we disembarked in Whittier we
were whisked off on another magical rail
journey past lush forests and lakes to our
enchanting cosy Princess Lodge in
Denali National Park, which sprawls at
the foot of the great Mount McKinley.
Over the next four magical days ashore
we soared over the great mountain to the
rim of the Arctic Circle on a helicopter
ride, whooshed through the water on a
jet boat on glacier-fed rivers and let a
covered wagon transport us to the heart
of Alaskan heritage and culture.
Returning home to log fires and local
Alaskan cuisine each evening just added
to the unforgettable experience. So
unforgettable, in fact, that Jane keeps
asking when we can go back.

P

rincess Cruises specialises
in holidays that offer a
fantastic choice of shore
excursions, two-day
experiences and extended
land tours, which is why they are the
only holidays to choose if you are
seeking an extra-special experience.
Imagine being able to extend your
stay by a few days before or after
your sea voyage, so you can
luxuriate in spending more time
exploring your favourite destination.
Princess Cruises makes it so easy
for you to immerse yourself in special
places on land by organising your
hotel accommodation, transfers and
meet and greet services. You can

spend extra time at destinations close
to home, such as in Spain’s bustling
Barcelona on a Mediterranean
odyssey, where you can stop off to
take a closer peek at the city’s Gothic
quarter, catch the metro up to Gaudi’s
spectacular cathedral, wander

The further you go, the longer you
will want to linger
around the Picasso Museum and
indulge in some retail therapy around
Plaza Catalun.
There are longer two-day
experiences included on many

to the Black Sea and Crimea, and an
overnight in Venice on every 12-night
cruise to the Mediterranean.
The further you go, the longer you
will want to linger. And in South

America you can spend an extra six
days discovering the amazing
Iguaçu Falls from both Argentina and
Brazil, on a magical land tour that
takes you from Rio de Janeiro to the
thunderous natural falls, which you
can explore by train, on foot and by
boat. Then, in total contrast, you can
soak up the treasures and carnival
atmosphere of Rio from Sugarloaf
Mountain and the iconic Christ the
Redeemer statue.
Outback adventurers will not be
able to resist the eight- or nine-night
adventure into Australia’s heartland
from Sydney before or after your
holiday on board Diamond Princess.
You will fly to Ayers Rock, then on to

Darwin and Kakadu to spot native
birds on a Yellow Waters boat
cruise, then travel on to Cairns and
Port Douglas.
With a thrilling programme of daily
shore excursions at every port of call
as well, your dream holiday is
easily fulfilled.

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE brochure
visit www.princess.com or call
0844 579 0099 quoting
ref MOS1.

WIN A FABULOUS CRUISE
To enter our prize draw with a chance to win a fabulous holiday, please complete the details below and post to:
FREEPOST, PRINCESS CRUISES (no stamp required). If you would like to receive a FREE brochure or FREE
DVD, please tick the relevant boxes below.
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss/Dr

MORE
INFORMATION

For your FREE Alaska 2011
brochure visit www.princess.com
or call 0844 579 0099 quoting
ref MOS1.

holidays, too, giving you time to
discover more of the treasures in the
world’s most fabulous cities. They
include an overnight in Russia’s
cultural capital of St Petersburg on
the Baltic itinerary, a two-day stopover in Istanbul on 12-night cruises

IGUAÇU FALLS:
Brazil

Initials

Surname

Postcode

Telephone

Address

ENTER this fantastic
prize draw and you
could win a cruise from
Princess Cruises
Please send me a copy of:

E-mail
Please provide us with your email address if you wish to receive news and offers as detailed in the data
protection wording to the right.
Please select your age range:
Under 29  30-49  50-59  60-69  70+ 
Have you taken a cruise before? Yes  No 
Have you taken any of the following cruises before? Princess  P&O Cruises  Cunard 

Princess Cruises is a
Carnival plc brand. Carnival
plc and other Carnival group
companies (including those
in the US) may wish to
contact you with information
and offers from Princess
Cruises, and other Carnival
group cruise brands (see
carnivalgroupuk.com for
details). By completing your
details you will be indicating
your consent to being
contacted by post and/or
telephone unless you tick
the relevant boxes here.
No post  No telephone 
MOS1

PRINCESS CRUISES Call 0844 579 0099 quoting MOS1, visit www.princess.com, or tick below

Caribbean
2010/2011
Yes please 

Caribbean
2011/2012
OUT 2 AUG 2010

Exotic Cruises
Worldwide
2010/2011

Yes please 

Yes please 

Exotic Cruises
Worldwide
2011/2012
OUT 1 SEP 2010

Yes please 

Mediterranean &
Scandinavia
2011
Yes please 

Alaska cruises
and landtours
2011
OUT 28 JUN 2010

Yes please 

Prize draw rules: 1. Closing date for the draw is 31 March 2011. 2.The prize is an inside stateroom on a seven-night cruise on Grand Princess for two people departing the UK on 16 July 2011 or an equivalent cruise at the discretion of Princess
Cruises. The prize does not include landtours or shore excursions. Stateroom upgrades are at the cost of the prizewinner. 3. The winning entry will be drawn at random from the valid entries received by Princess Cruises before the closing date. The
decision of Princess Cruises will be final and no correspondence will be entered into. No cash alternative will be offered. The prize is non-transferable. 4. The winner will be notified in writing by 15 April 2011. The name of the winner may be obtained
by sending an SAE to Princess Cruises, Marketing Services, Carnival House, 100 Harbour Parade, Southampton S015 1ST. 5. No employees of Carnival plc may enter the draw. The draw is open only to residents of the United Kingdom. 6. Only one
entry permitted per person. Entrants must be aged 18 or over. No bulk or third-party entries accepted. 7. No purchase is necessary to enter the draw. 8. The winner will be bound by Princess Cruises booking terms and conditions. 9. Proof of posting
will not be accepted as proof of delivery. Responsibility cannot be accepted for lost or misplaced entries. 10. The promoter is Carnival plc trading as ‘Princess Cruises’, Carnival House, 100 Harbour Parade, Southampton SO15 1ST. Please do not
send coupons to this address. The promoter reserves the right to amend any dates/deadlines at their discretion.

The World of
Princess Cruises
DVD
Yes please 
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Hawaiian Islands

Australia & New Zealand

Golden Princess • 16 nights
28 Sep^, 12, 26 Oct, 9^, 23 Nov, 7,
21 Dec ‘10, 4, 18 Jan, 1, 15 Feb, 1, 15,
29 Mar, 12, 26 Apr ‘11

Diamond Princess • 15 nights
20 Dec ‘10, 13, 25^Jan ‘11

Fly UK/Los Angeles (overnight at first
class airport hotel~) • Los Angeles
Hilo • Honolulu • Nawiliwili • Lahaina
Ensenada • Los Angeles/Fly UK

from

Fly UK/Sydney over 2 nights • Sydney
Melbourne • Hobart • Fiordland
National Park • Dunedin • Christchurch
Tauranga • Auckland/Fly UK

from

£2,149pp

£1,549pp

China & Japan Explorer
Ocean Princess • 14/15 nights
22 Feb, 7+, 18, 31+ Mar ‘11

Cape Horn Route to Rio
Star Princess • 16 nights
25 Jan, 8^, 22 Feb ‘11

Fly UK/Shanghai overnight • Shanghai
(overnight at first class airport hotel~)

Fly UK/Santiago overnight • Santiago
Punta Arenas • Ushuaia • Cape Horn
(scenic cruising) • Port Stanley
Buenos Aires • Montevideo
Rio de Janeiro/Fly UK

from

£2,149pp

Dalian • Beijing • Seoul • Vladivostock
Hakata • Hiroshima • Osaka
(overnight at first class airport hotel~)

Osaka/Fly UK

from

£2,349pp

+These cruises are a 14 night duration.

Tahiti & Polynesia

Western Caribbean

Eastern Caribbean

Royal Princess • 13 nights
5, 15, 25 Oct, 28 Nov, 8, 18,
28 Dec ‘10, 7, 17 Jan ‘11

Crown Princess • 9 nights
29 Oct, 5, 12, 19, 26 Nov, 3, 10,
22 Dec ‘10, 7, 14, 21, 28 Jan, 4, 11, 18,
25 Feb, 4, 11, 18, 25 Mar, 1, 8, 15, 22,
29 Apr ‘11

Ruby Princess • 9 nights
23, 30 Oct, 6, 13, 20, 27 Nov, 4, 11,
18, 25 Dec ’10, 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 Jan, 5,
12, 19, 26 Feb, 5, 12, 19, 26 Mar, 2, 9,
16, 23 Apr ‘11

Fly UK/Los Angeles (overnight at first
class airport hotel~) • Fly Los Angeles/
Papeete (stay overnight onboard)
Huahine • Rangiroa • Raiatea
Bora Bora (stay overnight onboard)
Moorea • Papeete (stay overnight
onboard) • Papeete/Fly Los Angeles
Los Angeles/Fly UK

from

Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Fort Lauderdale

from

Grand Cayman • Roatan • Cozumel
Princess Cays • Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

£1,099pp

£2,399pp

Grand Mediterranean

Grand Princess • 16 nights
10, 24^ Oct, 7, 21 Nov, 5^, 19^ Dec ‘10,
2^, 16, 30 Jan, 13^, 27^ Feb, 13^,
27 Mar ‘11

Fly UK/Venice (stay overnight
onboard) • Athens • Ephesus • Istanbul
Mykonos • Naples • Rome
Florence/Pisa • Monte Carlo
Barcelona/Fly UK

Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Fort Lauderdale

Princess Cays • St. Maarten
St. Thomas • Grand Turk
Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

from

Grand Caribbean Islander

$400

£1,139pp

Up to

Star Princess • 12 nights
15, 27^ Sep ‘11

Caribbean Collection

Fly UK/Miami (overnight at first class
airport hotel~) • Fort Lauderdale

FREE onboard
spend*

Sea Princess • 15 nights
1^, 29 Nov, 27 Dec^ ‘10
from

£1,649pp

Fly UK/Barbados • Grenada • Tobago
Bonaire • Aruba • Grand Cayman
Ocho Rios • Tortola • St. Kitts
Antigua • Dominica • Barbados/Fly UK

Regional
flights>
from

£1,449pp

Caribbean
Collection
Aruba • Curaçao
• Grenada

from

Barbados • St. Vincent • St. Kitts
St. Thomas • Santo Domingo
Princess Cays • Fort Lauderdale/Fly UK

Panama Marvel
Sea Princess • 25 nights
8 Oct ‘10

£1,449pp

Add on a
2 or 3 night
hotel stay in
San Francisco from
pp#
£

Fly UK/San Francisco (overnight at
first class airport hotel~) • Cabo San
Lucas • Puntarenas • San Juan del Sur
Puerto Amador • Panama Canal
(full transit) • Cartagena • Aruba
Fort Lauderdale • Princess Cays
Tortola • St. Maarten • Martinique
St. Lucia • Barbados/Fly UK

99

Booking a cruise
couldn’t be easier!
Simply call our Reservations team on
0845 3 555 800 or contact your

from

£1,599pp

ABTA travel agent

ABTA No.V8764

ABTA No.V8764

Please see Princess Cruises current brochures which contain the applicable booking conditions, full descriptions of the cruises and other important information you must read before booking. Prices are per person based on 2 adults sharing the lowest grade interior
stateroom, subject to limited availability. Fares may go up or down and are subject to availability. >Regional flights are subject to availability. ~Overnight hotel stay based on room only. ^Itinerary operates in reverse and/or different order or includes slightly different ports.
<Free car parking offer is valid on new bookings until 30 June 2010. *Free onboard spending money offer is available on new bookings on Sea Princess 15 night fly-cruises (maximum $400 per stateroom depending on stateroom grade) until 31 August 2010. #San Francisco
hotels stay is subject to availability. Outbound flight is scheduled from Heathrow and inbound is direct to Gatwick. A National Express coach service will provide transfers between Gatwick and Heathrow.
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